Suppression of androgen receptor expression by dibenzoylmethane as a therapeutic objective in advanced prostate cancer.
The androgen receptor (AR) plays an important role in the development and progression of prostate cancer. Functional AR expression persists in most cases of hormone-refractory prostate cancer and may play a role clinically in the progression from hormone-responsive to hormone-refractory or advanced prostate cancer. In order to combat the progression of this disease, one needs to identify new chemotherapeutic agents with novel mechanisms of action. In this study, we attempt to clarify the molecular mechanism by which dibenzoylmethane (DBM), a beta3-diketone, inhibits the growth of androgen-responsive human LNCaP prostate cancer cells and down-regulates expression of the AR. To this end, we treated LNCaP cells with different concentrations of DBM to monitor function and expression of AR and an AR-associated protein. Previous studies showed that DBM could inhibit cell proliferation in LNCaP cells by arresting the cells at the G1 phase without causing cell death. Western blot and RT-PCR/Northern blot analyses showed a reduction in AR protein and mRNA expression by DBM in a dose-dependent manner. Furthermore, stable transfections of an androgen-independent human prostate cancer cell line, transfected with a full-length human AR cDNA sequence, showed that DBM down-regulated AR protein levels. DBM also inhibited the secretion of the AR-regulated tumor marker, prostate-specific antigen (PSA). Moreover, the relative binding affinity of DBM to AR was lower than that of the synthetic androgen R1881 (methyltrienolone) suggesting that DBM must suppress AR expression independent of an AR-DBM bound interaction. These data provide new insights into how DBM regulates AR function and cell growth, as well as providing promising evidence to support DBM as a chemotherapeutic agent for prostate cancer through suppression of the function of the androgen receptor.